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Design for variation

Design for variation in outcome, so that 
the outcome can be different in 
different places, and the tussle takes 
place within the design, not by 
distorting or violating it.

Clark, Wroclawski, 
Sollins & Braden, 2002
“Tussle in Cyberspace”

“

”
––
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High level goals

• Goal: flexibility in network services

• “Route to this destination”, route along a 
specified path, VPNs, quality of service, ...

• Goal: user choice

• Reliability, path quality, throughput, 
promote competition, ...
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Pathlet routing’s solution

• Goal: flexibility in network services

• Represent network as a virtual topology

• Goal: User choice

• Source routing within virtual topology

vnode virtual node

pathlet fragment of a path:
a sequence of vnodes
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Outline

• The protocol

• Uses

• Experimental results

• Comparing routing protocols
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Pathlet routing

vnode virtual node

pathlet fragment of a path:
a sequence of vnodes

Source routing over pathlets.
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vnodes
vnode: virtual node
within an AS

Walla Walla New York

San Diego Roosterville

Crumstown
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vnodes
vnode: virtual node
within an AS

designated ingress vnode 
for each neighbor

Internally: a forwarding 
table at one or more 
routers

router

router
router
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Pathlets

7

2

3
... ...
3 push 7,2; fwd to B

delivered!

Forwarding table

7,2

2

A

B

C

D

... ...
2 fwd to D

... ...
7 fwd to C

3

Packet route field
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Dissemination

• Global gossip fine, except for scalability

• So, let routers choose not to disseminate 
some pathlets

• Leads to (ironic) use of path vector –– only 
for pathlet dissemination, not route 
selection
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Outline

• The protocol

• Uses

• Experimental results

• Comparing routing protocols
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Local transit policies
Each ingress      egress pair

is either allowed or disallowed.

Subject to this, any path allowed!

Represented with few pathlets: small FIB
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ingress from 
a provider

ingress from
a customer

“All valley-free” is local

“customers 
can route to 
anyone;
anyone can 
route to 
customers”

provider provider

customer customer

egress to
a customer

egress to
a provider

Forwarding table size: 3 + #neighbors
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Choice for senders

source destination

Local transit 
policies provide 

some policy 
control for 

networks, while 
enabling a large 

number of 
paths for 
senders.
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Emulating BGP

128.2.0.0/16
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Mixed policies

local BGP-like local local local
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Emulating NIRA
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Fig. 2. Example of the strict provider-rooted hierarchical addressing. For
clarity, we only show address allocation for the dark region.

address space, or with a variable length address. For the sake of
concreteness, we use IPv6 address [14], which is 128-bit long.
Using IPv6 addresses has the benefit that NIRA’s packet header
could be the same as the IPv6 header. We use the first 96-bit
of an address as an inter-domain address prefix that is hierar-
chically allocated from a provider to a customer; the remaining
32-bit is an intra-domain address that identifies a network loca-
tion inside a domain. If allocated prudently, 96 bits could ad-
dress up to domains. In any foreseeable future, the number
of domains in the Internet is unlikely to be anywhere close to
that number. So we think that an IPv6 address is a reasonable
choice. This design choice also allows NIRA to reuse the de-
ployment effort of IPv6.

We note that the choice of route encoding is independent of
other design modules of NIRA. Alternatively, we could use a
sequence of IPv4 addresses to represent a domain-level route.
This will make NIRA compatible with the current IPv4 archi-
tecture. We chose to use IPv6 addresses because we consider it
advantageous to use a source and a destination address to repre-
sent a common type of route. Even if IPv6 does not completely
replace IPv4 in the future, NIRA can be adapted to use a se-
quence of IPv4 addresses to represent the routes in the part of
the network that uses IPv4 addresses. Users can still learn those
routes from TIPP.

Fig. 2 shows an example of NIRA’s address scheme. In this
and all other examples, we represent an address and an address
prefix using the IPv6 notation as described in [14], where “::”
represents a variable number of contiguous zeros, and “:” is a
separator that separates every 16-bit piece. An address prefix is
represented in the format address/prefix length. In this example,
the tier-1 providers obtains a globally unique address prefix
1::/16. Non-overlapping subdivisions of the prefix are allocated
downwards the provider-tree rooted at . ’s customer ,

, and each gets a subdivision of 1::/16: 1:1::/32, 1:2::/32,
1:3::/32, and recursively allocate the subdivisions of the prefixes
to their customers: , , and . A user in , Bob, gets
two hierarchical addresses allocated from the tier-1 providers:
1:1:1::1000 and 1:2:1::1000.

We further extend the provider-rooted hierarchical address al-
location mechanism and assign a noncore-visible address space
to a domain-level peering link outside the Core. Each peer ob-
tains an address prefix from the noncore-visible address space.
A provider that has a peering address prefix will also recursively

allocate the subdivisions of the address prefix to its customers.
The peering address is noncore-visible in the sense that they are
not propagated into the Core.

For instance, in Fig. 2, a noncore-visible peering prefix
FFFF::/16 is allocated to the peering link between and

. gets the address prefix FFFF:1::/32, and gets the
address prefix FFFF:2::/32. Recursively, and allocate
subdivisions of the address prefixes to their customers ,

, and . Domain gets a prefix FFFF:1:1::/48, and the
user Bob in domain gets a noncore-visible peering address
FFFF:1:1::1000.

With this addressing scheme, a user can use a source and
a destination address to represent a valley-free route. The se-
quence of the providers that allocate the source address maps to
the uphill route segment; similarly, the sequence of the providers
that allocate the destination address maps to the downhill seg-
ment. A user Bob may use the source address 1:1:1::1000 and
the destination address 1:3:1::2000 to represent the route

.
With the hierarchical address allocation scheme, one can infer

the provider-customer relationship from the address prefixes a
domain has. We do not think it will become a deployment ob-
stacle because this relationship can be largely inferred today
[24], [57].

D. Bootstrap a Communication

To bootstrap a communication, a user also needs to know
what routes a destination is allowed to use. Similar to bootstrap-
ping a communication in today’s Internet, in which a user ob-
tains the IP address of a destination, a user can obtain this in-
formation via multiple approaches, e.g., a directory lookup, a
web search, or out of band communication. In our design, we
propose an infrastructure service, the NRLS to map the name
of a destination to the route segments the destination is allowed
to use. NRLS is a separate design module. Our design does not
constrain the form of the name space or the implementation of
the NRLS service. The namespace can be hierarchical like the
domain name service (DNS) [39], or flat as proposed in [7], or
take any other form that is used in the future Internet. Similarly,
the implementation can either be hierarchical, or flat [13], or a
mixture [28].

If an end system wants to be reached by other hosts, it stores
its route segments together with its preference at an NRLS
server. With the encoding scheme described in Section II-C, the
routes a destination can use are encoded as addresses. When a
user intends to communicate with a destination, the user queries
the NRLS to retrieve the route information of the destination,
similar to querying a DNS server in today’s Internet. Com-
bining his route information with that of the destination, a user
is able to choose a source and a destination address to reach
the destination. Two users may exchange subsequent packets
to negotiate a better route.

If the domain-level topology changes, a user’s provider-level
routes may change. TIPP will notify a user of these changes.
When a server’s provider-level routes or its route preference
changes, it needs to update its NRLS record. This process is
similar to dynamic DNS [64] updates or other directory ser-
vice updates. NRLS can use any mechanism that secures DNS
updates (or other directory service updates) [29], [65] to pro-
vide security to NRLS updates. We do not think NRLS updates

Tricky bit: policy
can depend on
previous hops!
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Emulating NIRA
A

B C

D

F

E

AB

ABD
ACD

ABDF
ACDF

ACEF

NIRA: carry state about 
previous hops in 
destination IP address.

Pathlets: carry state 
about previous hops in 
vnode.
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Outline

• The protocol

• Uses

• Experimental results

• Comparing routing protocols
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Improved connectivity
BGP-style

LT policies

Mixed
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Tiny forwarding tables

Forwarding table size CDF

BGP

pathlet routing,
valley-free
LT policies

current Internet 
(CAIDA/APNIC):

132,158+ entries:
one per IP prefix

2,264 entries, max
8.48 entries, mean
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Control overhead

2.23x more messages,
1.61x more memory

in LT than PV 

This can likely be
improved.
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Questions

• Are either of these protocols viable?

• Would ASes actually use “local” policies 
(permitting many routes) or would they 
stick with BGP-style?

• Are there security vulnerabilities in NIRA 
or PR that are not in the current Internet?
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